
Finance decisions can ripple through your business in unexpected ways. That’s why 
we’re here—to help you see the distant shore as well as all the rocks along the way. 
Call on us when you need critical thinkers who can grasp your business quickly and 
help you navigate choppy waters. Whether you want RoseRyan to assist your team, 
or be your team, we are here to help. We’ll give you insights and recommendations 
on finance and business issues ranging from sticky to just plain arcane. 

We handle these projects and more: 
 � Audit support: assessment, audit prep, fieldwork, and financial statement preparation

 � Financial process improvement

 � Financial statements

 � Restatements

 � Revenue recognition review: pre-transaction consulting, accounting application, and 
implementation of new guidance 

 � SEC Reporting compliance

 � SEC comment letters

 � Stock-based compensation

 � Technical accounting: research, recommendations, and implementation 

The special value we bring: 
 � Be better prepared for audits based on the experience of our team (the majority have CPAs) 

 � Get even more from our accounting guidance, since we understand the basis on which rules 
were founded, and have been tracking them steadily from start to finish

 � Prevent sticky accounting issues with the advice of our technical accounting group

 � Streamline and improve your accounting processes

 � Gain insights and efficiencies to help you through a difficult restatement or SEC comment letter 
(we’d all like to avoid those). Let our experience be your guide.

Strategic projects 

Count on RoseRyan’s 
savvy pros for help 
with a wide variety of 
strategic projects. 

We’ve got your back. 

About RoseRyan
RoseRyan is a finance and accounting consulting firm that tackles critical assignments for companies at all stages, with 

particular expertise in high tech, life sciences and cleantech. Our gurus serve as outsourced CFOs, prepare companies 

for IPOs and M&As, perform immaculate corporate governance work and are sought after for expert advice on emerg-

ing accounting challenges. The firm’s Silicon Valley roots go deep—RoseRyan has been getting high-flying companies’ 

financial houses in order since 1993. www.roseryan.com

To find out how 
RoseRyan can help, 
please contact: 

Maureen Ryan 
510.456.3056 x122 
mryan@roseryan.com

http://www.roseryan.com/services/audit-support.php
http://www.roseryan.com/services/revenue-recognition.php

